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Chapter 1 : How to choose a bias in BTS | ARMY's Amino
With all the talk about love-rage and bias-list ruiners recently, it seems an appropriate time to help people new to K-pop
(or people with decision-making trouble) choose a bias. There are a myriad of factors that go into choosing your bias in
a group, and even more that go into choosing your ultimate bias (but that's another story all together).

Gray looked like a safe color choice to this homeowner. The Challenge Previous roof colors were warm with a
yellow hue bias matching the brick in a somewhat monochromatic manner. Which is a typical exterior color
scheme. The color relationship changed from monochromatic-like to levels of color contrast: The light value
brick to the darker value roof. Objective was a cohesive color scheme instead of a curb appeal story of
dramatic and discordant color relationships and contrasts. The opportunities to add more color to create a
well-rounded color scheme were few on this facade. Just the door and the shutters. Which means it was critical
to get the colors right. The hue bias of the brick, for example, is no different than if it were painted siding.
Because roofs, gutters, shutters, doors, etc. Once the new roof and gutters were installed, the homeowner
suspected the color choices he made were a mistake. No use looking at it that way. Painting the gutters was an
option but I thought unnecessary because the sand pebble clay could work. The color family created with the
brick, door, trim and gutters is also balanced. Juxtaposed, the two are a cohesive, technically correct and
balanced exterior color scheme. This took me a bit to figure out. If for no other reason than there are always at
least three solutions to every color challenge. It requires time to define and determine. An important takeaway
is you do not have to narrowly align or match hue bias or color temperature. Color relationships and true color
design is about contrast as much as alignment. Which one is better depends entirely on each unique room or
house. Another takeaway is I did this virtually. You really can do this! Read these other blog posts and add to
your color skill set.
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Chapter 2 : A Quick Guide to Choosing Your K-pop Bias â€“ seoulbeats
How to Find Your Bias in a Group (Kpop) In Kpop, the member of a group who just happens to be your favorite is known
colloquially as your "bias". If you're wondering who you like most in a Kpop group and who is your bias, the following
instructions will help you to work this out.

These will include what position you play, where you play and how you play! There are a number of options
available to you whether you play indoor or outdoor bowls. It can be quite a tricky task, especially if you do
play a mixture of indoor and outdoor bowls and only wish to purchase one set of bowls. You may have to
compromise somewhat and choose a bowl that suits the indoor surface predominantly and use them to the best
of your ability for the outdoor games. The variation between a slower often wet and heavy outdoor lawn is just
too great compared with a faster indoor green. Which Lawn Bowls Bias to Choose? Unlike the crown green
game, where a 2-full bias is standard, the flat green game offers more selection when it comes to choosing a
bowl and its bias. So which bias is best? Just by seeing the visual trajectory of the various bowls should give
you a good idea of which models to eliminate from your selection. Other factors that you should bear in mind
when choosing a lawn bowl is the speed of the green on which you will be playing on. Will you be mainly
playing indoor bowls or will it mostly be outdoors play? As a general rule, the faster the playing surface, the
narrower the bias trajectory so keeping that in mind should also help with your decision making. At the end of
the which bias to choose comes down to personal preference. There are no rules on what bias you can or
cannot use in any aspect of the flat green game - whether that be indoor or outdoor bowls. Lawn Bowls Bias
Chart The chart below highlights the bias and different trajectories of the various models from the
manufacturers that we currently stock. This visual guide should help you to further refine your choices of
bowls and which to consider purchasing. Similar to our recommendations with buying crown green bowls,
unless you have a physical impairment opting for the largest weight bowl that you can grip and handle
comfortably is generally the best choice. A heavier bowl will carry more momentum on the green therefore it
will require less effort to bowl and overall should make for a more accurate and consistent bowl. Lawn Bowls
Size and Weight Chart The blow chart details the weight and physical size of the bowl and their corresponding
manufacturing sizing. We will add subsequent sizing and weight charts for all the flag green bowl
manufacturers that we have in stock. Below if the chart for the Taylor bowls flat green range. Useful Lawn
Bowls Information.
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Chapter 3 : How you choose your BLACKPINK bias? | allkpop Forums
You don't choose your bias, your bias chooses you. Essentially, there is no actual process to choosing a bias. Usually,
there is simply a member who stands out to you in a music video or interview. However, here are some tips that might
be useful Answer: You do not choose your bias, your bias.

Your hub for horsepower Get first access to hit shows like Roadkill and Dirt Every Day Join free for 14 days
now Tire Development Without question, the most common misconception in the hot rod and classic truck
industry is the origin of specialty tires. Some companies use existing radial tires and apply the sidewall
treatment as a secondary manufacturing process. Modifying the sidewall of a tire does little for its structural
stability, so other companies take the time to develop tires and manufacture them from scratch, with the
sidewall treatment integrated from day one of production. Some molds are the original units from years past,
while others are brand-new molds, built from original drawings from its original manufacturer or from scratch
as a totally new design. For example, the very popular line of Firestone Deluxe Champion bias-ply tires are
officially licensed by Firestone, and produced exclusively by Coker Tire. And though many bias-ply tires are
produced from original molds, the use of modern materials and build techniques gives you the best of both
worlds-authentic looks and modern manufacturing. Bias-Ply Most vehicles built prior to the s came from the
factory with bias-ply tires, which applies to most classic truck enthusiasts. Folks with hot rod influence tend to
lean more toward the vintage styling of a bias-ply tire, because of the very popular piecrust edges and narrow
tread profiles. With bias-ply tires, it is common to have a wandering feel, as the tire is likely to follow the
grooves or ruts in the road. The narrow tread width can also affect the way a vehicle handles, and the tall
sidewalls offer a unique feel that only a bias-ply tire can provide. With the cord traveling straight across, as
opposed to diagonally, radial tires offer a more flexible design, which translates to increased traction. Radial
tires look great on the right application, but some hard-core hot rodders dislike the looks of radials on a
traditionally styled car or truck. Radials have a smooth design with a rolled shoulder, instead of the piecrust
design of bias-ply tires, allowing them to perform much better on wet and dry surfaces. Coker Tire was the
first company to produce a wide whitewall radial tire, and did so in This design was a huge hit, and since
then, Coker has introduced a number of different brands and designs to meet the needs of its customers. When
doing further research, we found that brands like BFGoodrich, American Classic, and Coker Classic are
available from Coker Tire, and each brand has a specific tread pattern and sidewall design. Coker also offers a
couple of tire models that closely resemble a bias-ply tire, but feature radial construction. One example is the
Coker Classic inch radial series, which has the tall and skinny looks of a bias-ply, as well as a robust shoulder,
instead of the smooth, rolled shoulder like most radial offerings. Radial internals make for great driving
characteristics with the vintage looks of a bias-ply tire. Well, there are still a few steps to be made before you
can start driving. First is mounting and balancing the tires to your existing wheels-this can make or break the
way a vehicle drives. Inflating the tires is a straightforward process, but there are advantages to using nitrogen
inflation, as opposed to regular air. Sometimes, regular air can pass through the sidewall of a tire, and
eventually lead to a brown whitewall. The larger molecules in nitrogen lessen the chances of this occurrence,
and it produces less heat buildup within the tire, which keeps pressure consistent. Balancing is a critical part of
the process and most everyday tire shops use a balancer with a hub-centric mount, which means the wheel is
attached to the machine by the center hole of the wheel. For a better and more accurate reading, specialty tire
shops use a lug-centric mount, so the wheel can be mounted to the machine exactly how it would be mounted
to the vehicle. When it comes to balancing, many original steel wheels will be out of round, or have a slight
warp because of the years of abuse. This makes it tough to balance the tire and wheel assembly, so lots of
folks end up buying new steel wheels. These are also available through Coker Tire, so you can buy tires and
wheels together and have the folks at Coker do the mounting and balancing for you. From our vantage point,
this is the right play, because it greatly simplifies the process and allows you to reap the benefits of nitrogen
inflation, and skip mounting and balancing all together. From there, just bolt them on and hit the road with
your brand-new tires. Whether you choose bias-ply tires or radials, or make the always tough decision of black
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wall or whitewall, finding the right tires for your classic truck is a key element to enjoying your time behind
the wheel.
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Chapter 4 : Atheists Casting Evidence to the Wind, Choosing Confirmation Bias Instead â€“ Thinking Chris
i do not own any of used clips, photos and music pls don't sue me this means the world to me and i worked really hard
on this video last time i uploaded it i.

So, another lie from him. Not what I said at all. October 20, at 8: Please read my post again. I think you are
guilty of confirmation bias. But, personally, I do think he is guilty of many crimes against women, and should
definitely be serving time. And assuming you think I am playing some sort of party double standard, I believe
Judge Clarence Thomas should not have been confirmed either. I am just asking if you are speaking factually
when you say she did. Or if you are misrepresenting her actions. Some people do have motives for not
wanting Kavanaugh confirmed. Is she one of them? Does her acknowledgement that her testimony would
probably not affect the outcome of the confirmation process indicate she thought this would stop him from
being confirmed? Who has more credibility: But all of it does directly answer the claim that she had no reason
not to be telling the truth. By definition, none of your suppositions directly answers anything. And certainly
not the claim that she had no reason not to be telling the truth. If you could provide evidence that any of those
things was true THEN you would have directly answered the claim that she had a reason not to be telling the
truth. The confession of the perpetrators themselves? Do you think, with something as important as a life time
appointment to the SCOTUS on the line, that a proper and unfettered investigation into the allegations by the
FBI would have been reasonable? Do you think an innocent man would have welcomed that investigation?
President Trump had a whole list of them. I think the main difference is, they could have gotten someone more
honest, with better character.
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Chapter 5 : How to Find Your Bias in a Group (Kpop): 5 Steps (with Pictures)
When it comes to choosing a bias physically and stylistically, there are a number of archetypal categories to look out for
in a group. This comes down to the standard question, "what is your type?" because the same types will show up over
and over.

There is a simple solution to this: Has anyone really been able to stay true to their bias? But be completely
honest here. If you have, please tell me your ways, senpai. But why not attempt to choose just one bias? And
each of these abilities appeal differently to different people. Now, which personality draws you in the most?
Underneath all of those layers of social awkwardness is a man with a gummy smile and a big heart for music
namely his piano , basketball, and Kumamon. He has the power to light up even your darkest days. Rap
Monster is the most intelligent of the members with his IQ of , which really shows in his work. Honestly,
everything he says enlightens me. He knows passion better than anyone and sticks to his passions no matter
what. V truly is an interesting character. Let the boy live his life as he does, happily. He makes sure to enjoy
every bit of his life, whether for himself or the people he loves. I admire that so much. This kid could probably
fly if you challenged him to it. Their hearts The hearts BTS makes and the kisses they throw are the cutest
things ever. Jin enjoys his loving flying kisses. Jhope seems to enjoy making hearts with his hands, and
sometimes kissing that too. Rather than lazy fan service, Rapmon just seems to be into variety. Jimin makes a
lot of simple hearts with his fingers. V goes all out with everything, including his full body hearts. Jungkook
does everything in his own ways, usually to make people laugh. We all love this one! Their skin is so This
differs for everyone, and if you want you can check out my post Main Dancer Analysis to read more of my
insight on this. Their preference on Converse. If you like Converse, Suga may not be your way to go. Still, I
would recommend Converse lows around the other members. Have a nice day beautiful people!
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Chapter 6 : How to Overcome Unconscious and Hidden Biases (with Pictures)
Find out who your Got7 bias is. Who would you want as your best friend?

With all the talk about love-rage and bias-list ruiners recently, it seems an appropriate time to help people new
to K-pop or people with decision-making trouble choose a bias. Next time you discover a new group or find
yourself torn between two members in the same group use this simple guide to help you decide. The first thing
you are going to want to consider is which member you find the most physically attractive. This may sound
shallow, but immediate attraction is the easiest jumping off point for bias selection. For example, when I
discovered SHINee I watched all the MVs they had released and chose the member I though was the most
stylistically and physically attractive over all the concepts, which ended up being Onew. His hair and clothes
were to most constantly appealing to me and his adorable smile is not to be ignored. When it comes to
choosing a bias physically and stylistically, there are a number of archetypal categories to look out for in a
group. Maybe you like big teeth, or eye smiles, or strong noses, or tall people, or short people, but regardless
by trusting your initial attraction you can take the first step in choosing a bias. The first thing to know is what
role does your potential bias play in the group? Are they a vocalist, or a dancer, or a visual, or a rapper, or
perhaps a support member? You may find that after a while you are drawn to a certain role in a group, not just
a certain type of person. There are people who always prefer the rapper, probably because of the image that
goes along with that role, and people who find a good singing voice attractive, no matter what the idol may
physically look like. This can also be a bias breaker, because there are times when the most physically
attractive member in a group may also be the least talented in other aspects. This may not deter you, you may
stay true to your original instincts about an idol even if you find out their live singing voice is sub par, but it is
always something to consider. There are also times when an idols seeming lack of talent may be what endears
them to you. P is known for his somewhat awkward dancing, but instead of fans liking him less because of it
there are many people who think it adds to his unique charm. When choosing a bias, be sure to keep your eye
out for any talent that may arise. If the group has done an independent reality show, that only showcased them,
then you are in luck because that will be sure to give each member at least a little screen time. Sometimes the
most beautiful faces hide the worst attitude, and vice versa, you may find that you are suddenly attracted to an
idol you never would have expected to be because of their awesome sense of humor or sweet nature. This is
always something to look out for, because inevitably your bias will say or do something that will bring them
under criticism, but at the end of the day we are all human so it is important to choose a bias with that in mind.
Like with talents, or lack thereof, personality traits, or personality flaws, are what are endearing about each
idol. Do you prefer out-going people or shy, introverted people? Do you like a bit of attitude or do you prefer
the sweet, polite type? No natural aegyo or lots of it? What about you, readers? How did you choose your
bias?
Chapter 7 : Choosing The Right Tires - Hot Rod Network
If you like Converse, Suga may not be your way to go. Still, I would recommend Converse lows around the other
members. Maybe this helped you choose a bias, or maybe it made you fall deeper into confusion.

Chapter 8 : Which BTS member is your bias?
Take this quiz to find which BTS member should be your bias!

Chapter 9 : Bias | Definition of Bias by Merriam-Webster
Bias through statistics and crowd counts 5. Companies and public relations directors supply news outlets with puffpieces
through news releases, photos or videos.
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